GLOBE Website Use in Teaching

*Educate, Inspire, and Motivate Students*

- Marcy Burns - Main Street Intermediate School – Ohio
- Steve Frantz — Roswell Kent Middle School – Ohio
- Rick Sharpe — Huntington High School – West Virginia
What we have planned for you --

- Great ways to use the resources of the GLOBE website in Elementary, Middle School, and High School to enrich the curriculum.

  - How we use the resources with our students
  - How to find resources on the GLOBE website
  - We do GLOBE because..................
Main Street Intermediate School
Norwalk, Ohio  USA
Lake Erie
Essential Ingredients!!!
GPS

Min/Max

Air Temp.
Clouds and Cloud Cover
Hydrology
Surface Temperature Field Campaign
SCRC Land Cover Field Campaign 4 times per year.
GLOBE Data Entry
Sharing projects and talking about Science with others
For our Community...  
For our Planet...  

We are GLOBE Students!
Entering GLOBE Data

-----

Tips for Enabling Student Success 😊😊
Set up a student account with the link on your profile.
Students log in using the “Student of YOU” user email and the password you set up.
Click here to enter data.
Choose the appropriate data entry link

![Image of a webpage with a table listing available procedures based on a teacher's sites.]

The table includes:
- Site Name: Backyard for instrument shelter (Atmosphere/Climate)
When students enter data they need to be sure to use **Universal Time**, the **correct study site**, and **the date the data was collected**.

(Submit and earn two smilies.)
Use the “Training” link for student practice.
The GLOBE Program

Data Entry

Welcome to the updated GLOBE Data Entry pages! We hope you enjoy using these new, more friendly pages. All previous functionality remains the same with this update to the look of the Data Entry pages.

Data Entry News Archive
• Use correct protocol practice data for practice data entry.
  - Teach a few students. They can teach others.
  - Use computer lab or laptop sets to teach students on the training site
• Students work in pairs. One reads the data and the other enters it. They both check it.
• Students only take a few minutes to enter the data for the day. (Our classroom has one very old desktop computer that students use for GLOBE.)
• When students get behind in data entry……
  - Enter data before or after school.
  - Use cart of 15 laptops and have all of the students work with a partner to catch up. (This takes about 15 minutes to do.)
Entering GLOBE data is easy for students.

Most students take the job seriously.

Students celebrate, just a little, when they get their two smilies.

Remember the Help Desk – help@globe.gov